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Leukemias are blood cancers that begin in cells that normally as part of regular
cell division develop into different types of blood cells. Leukemia usually starts in
early forms of white blood cells, but some types start in other blood cell types as
well. The classification of leukemia is based on whether the condition is acute
and fast growing or chronic and slower growing; whether started in myeloid cells
or lymphoid cells. Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) starts in the bone marrow and
often moves into the circulating blood. It can spread to other parts of the system
like lymph nodes, liver, spleen, central nervous system and testicles. AML
nomenclature in medical literature is like: acute myelocytic leukemia, acute nonlymphocytic leukemia acute myelogenous leukemia, and acute granulocytic
leukemia. The key treatment given for most types of AML is chemotherapy,
sometimes along with a targeted therapy drug, followed by a stem cell
transplant. Surgery and radiation therapy are not major options for AML.
Hematopoietic stem cells can be harvested either from aspirated bone marrow
or mobilized peripheral blood (PB). Between bone marrow and mobilized
peripheral blood, peripheral blood stem cell (PBSC) grafts contain more T cells
and hematopoietic progenitor cells (CD34+) cells.
Fundamentally, a T cell is a type of lymphocyte that develops in the thymus gland
and playing a central role in the human immune response causing graft
rejection. T cells are different from other lymphocytes by the presence of a T-cell
receptor on the cell surface and so can be segregated.
Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HCT) is the standard care and cure
option for Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML). Conversely, Graft-Versus-Host Disease
(GVHD) after HCT is the devil event, leading to morbidity and mortality. It is
medically a known fact mediations (either invivo or exvivo) that reduce the
number of donor T cells in the graft will shrink the risk of GVHD. Ex vivo T-cell
depletion (TCD) manual, semi-manual techniques, procedures followed are
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heterogeneous with inconsistent degrees of depletion shown. These
discrepancies have restricted the clinical practise for T-cell–depleted HCT
addressing hematological malignancies till recent with associated severe GVHD.
The availability of clinical-grade magnetic bead columns for cell separation has
made it efficient to separate and fractionate certain populations of cells
(wanted and unwanted) with accuracy. Miltenyi’s CliniMACS® System is based
on magnetic cell sorting technology that allows the operator to perform clinicalscale magnetic enrichment of target cells, or depletion of unwanted cells, in a
closed and sterile system. A phase II trial of HLA-identical sibling HCT with CD34selected T-cell–depleted grafts in patients with early AML conducted by the
Blood and Marrow Transplant Clinical Trials Network (BMT CTN), USA
demonstrated that CliniMACS® mediated T-cell depletion technique provided
steady 4- to 5-log reduction in T-cell content in all participating centers.
Here, we report our study related acquired sample (mobilized PB) specific input
data before and after using CliniMACS® in India from 10 different hospitals in
India performing haplo-identical HCT graft; Recorded log reduction values in Tcell content.
The objective in recording the specific line items in the table is to establish the
standardized use of CliniMACS® in India by our group that offers the
technology/service to practitioners while highlighting T cell depletion and CD34+
cell enrichment in the same process. The analyzed data gives clues on volumes
(min-max) that can be collected, range of percentage of cell type population
labelled, fractionated, log reduction values. The log reduction value is a measure
of how thoroughly the process reduces the concentration of T cells in the process.
It is defined as the common logarithm of the ratio of the levels of contamination
before and after the process, so an increment of 1 corresponds to a reduction in
concentration by a factor of 10.
We had access to CliniMACS® processed 37 cases between 2015 and 2018. The
table below captured peripheral blood volume, apheresis data points, labelled
cells population percentage, T cell, CD3+ cells percentage:
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WBC: WBC or White blood cells or leukocytes are the cells of the immune system
involved in protecting the body against both infectious disease and foreign
particles. All white blood cells are produced and derived from stem cells in the
bone marrow known as hematopoietic stem cells.
TCR α/β, TCR g/D:
The T-cell receptor (TCR) is a molecule found on the surface of T cells or T
lymphocytes that is responsible for recognizing fragments of antigen as peptides
bound to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. The TCR is
composed of two different protein chains (heterodimer). In humans in 95% of T
cells, the TCR consists of an alpha (α) chain and a beta (β) chain, whereas in 5%
of T cells the TCR consists of gamma and delta (γ/δ) chains. This ratio changes
during ontogeny and in diseased states (eg: Leukemia).
B cells: B cells or B lymphocytes are a type of white blood cell - small lymphocyte
subtype. They work in the humoral immunity component of the adaptive immune
system by secreting antibodies.
CD34+ cells: Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are multipotential, can self-renew
and produce mature blood cells, such as erythrocytes, leukocytes, platelets, and
lymphocytes in the healthy human body. CD34 is a marker of human HSC, and
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all colony-forming activity of human bone marrow (BM) cells is originated from
the CD34+ fraction.
NK cells: Natural killer cells or NK cells are a type of cytotoxic lymphocyte crucial
to the innate immune system. Immune cells detect the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) presented on infected cell surfaces, triggering cell death.
A detailed data analysis documents a mean volume of 266.81 ml while stressing
on the difficulty with maintaining uniformity in the initial volume of peripheral
blood collection. The varying log reduction values with T cells of the exvivo
CliniMACS® produce (-2.3994 to -6.4090) are the result of varying donor related
parameters (including initial volume of the sample collected) assuming the
limitations with machines (Apheresis and CliniMACS®). A mean of 71.365% of
CD34 recovery in the final produce ready to apply clinically has been correlated
to successful allogenic HCT from this sample size.
Introducing TRANSCHYMAL-RM for planned HCT with log reduction values not in
the range of 4 to 5.
TRANSCHYMAL-RM is a platform technology of formulating stem cells before
clinical application to reduce GVHD. Best suited for Stem cells
harvested/processed in closed systems. Formulation does not involve
manipulation, culture in the labs. Can be integrated as a clinical tool in Point Of
Care/Standard Care offered to hematological malignancies to reduce GVHD
with no side effects.
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TRANSCHYMAL-RM can be applied
to the blood related disorders where
HCT is offered as Standard Care
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